
Mystery Shopper Evaluation

Visit#:
Shopper#:
Visit Date:
Weather Conditions:

Total Number in Party:
Visited Previously:

Shopper's Occupation:
Shopper's Age / Gender:
Other Guests' Ages
Shopper's Home:

Time Arrived:
Time Departed:

123456
Saturday, August 20, 2005
Sample

Sample
Sample

Sample
Sample35

Sample
Sample

12:00 pm
5:00 pm

/
Scoring Key:

0 - Low  /  4 - High

123456*zoo082005

Website

YesWebsite layout was easy to understand
YesWebsite was easy to navigate
YesWebsite contained adequate information
YesWebsite was entertaining and fun to visit

Website Narrative:

****** Zoo's website is filled with colorful pictures of different animals, with easy to 
navigate links and pages.  I was able to look up ticket prices and there was even a page 
that said where I might be able to find some discount tickets. The website was very 
informative, offering information about the zoo as well as links to other animal related 
websites.

Phone Call

YesPhone system was easy to navigate
YesRecordings and menus were clear and easy to understand
YesCall was answered in 2 rings or less
YesTeam member identified self and location

Natalie               EMPLOYEE NAME:
9:45 am               TIME EVALUATED:
8/21/05               DATE OF CALL:

YesProvided a cheerful and enthusiastic greeting
YesWas attentive and knowledgeable about the facility
YesAnswered your questions adequately
YesOffered additional info to better prepare you for visit
YesProvided an appropriate closing

Phone Call Narrative:

I called the zoo and the phone was answered by a recording.  The recorded message 
gave me different options to select who I wanted to talk to.  I chose guest services and 
was sent to ******* Voicemail.  Because I was unable to talk to a person, I called back 
and did not choose any of the options that I was given.  I was transferred to Natalie, 
who answered politely and thanked me for calling.  I asked if there was plenty of 
handicapped parking available and was told that there is quite a lot but of course, it will 
be first come first serve.  So I asked her if she thought the zoo would be busy today and 
she told me that on Sundays the zoo doesn't start to get busy until 1 or 2 pm.  I thanked 
her and hung up.
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Parking

YesSigns directing you to facility were easy to read
NoFacility was clearly marked and easy to locate

YesParking lot was clean and organized
YesAny lines were organized and moved quickly

Parking Narrative:

Because I have never driven to the zoo myself before, I used MapQuest (linked from 
the zoo's website) to print out directions.  The directions were confusing and I had to 
back track a lot to find the zoo.  When I got there I found out that there is actually an 
easier way to get there.  I think that there should be a sign along the interstate that 
would have told me which exit to take.  The actual signage did not start until we were 
about 3 blocks away from the zoo. The parking lot was fairly full, but easy to navigate.  
We were able to find the handicapped parking that we needed fairly close to the gate.

Admission Gate

YesArea was clearly marked and easy to locate
YesArea was clean and free of trash
YesAny lines were organized and moved quickly
YesPrices were clearly marked and easy to understand

Admission Gate Narrative:

There were two groups of people in front of us waiting for tickets when we got there, so I 
thought it would take a few minutes of waiting in line.  It took less than 2 minutes and we 
were able to get to the front and buy our tickets.  There were several different lines and 
all appeared to move quickly.

Gate Cashier

YesTeam member's name tag was clearly visible
Jaclyn               EMPLOYEE NAME:

10:35 am               TIME EVALUATED:
3Greeted you pleasantly

YesHandled your needs efficiently and adequately
YesRang up correct amount on the register
N/ACounted back correct change
YesChecked signature (if credit card used)
YesGave you adequate receipt
YesYou were directed to the entrance gate / turnstiles

3Thanked you and / or provided a pleasant closing
Gate Cashier Narrative:

Jaclyn was very pleasant when we bought our tickets from her.  She asked the ages of 
each of the kids to make sure that we were charged the correct amount.  She checked 
the signature on the charge slip to the signature on my VISA card and directed us to the 
entrance gate.  Because I had forgotten to look at her nametag, I went back to her and 
asked if she had a park map for us.  She told us where we could get them, right inside 
the gate.

Gate Ticket Taker

NoTeam member's name tag was clearly visible
see narrative               EMPLOYEE NAME:

10:40 am               TIME EVALUATED:
YesWas in uniform and neatly groomed

2Greeted you pleasantly, with eye contact and a smile
YesHandled your needs efficiently and adequately
YesGave you a park map
NoMentioned any special events or "must see" for that day

2Thanked you and / or provided a pleasant closing
Gate Ticket Taker Narrative:

The Gate Ticket Taker was not wearing a nametag.  She was about 6 feet tall and had 
short, curly, brown hair.  She asked us for our tickets and then gave us back the stubs 
with a map of the park and a schedule of events for each adult.  It appeared to me that 
she was doing what she could to get people through the line as quickly as possible and 
the line did move very quickly.
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Facility

YesBuildings / structures were attractive & in good repair
YesPark grounds were attractive and nicely landscaped
YesPark grounds were clean and free of trash
YesSeating was available and adequate
YesPay phones were available / easy to locate
YesDrinking fountains were available and adequate
YesATM machines were available and easy to find
YesATM machines were in good repair and working properly
YesTrash containers were available and not overflowing
YesSecurity personnel were visible and easy to find
YesSecurity presence provided a safe atmosphere

Facility Narrative:

The entrance to the zoo was very nice, the sidewalks were clean and there was a pond 
that was also very clean and nicely landscaped.  Inside the zoo grounds were not as 
clean as the entrance although there were plenty of garbage cans and even recycling 
bins for cans and plastic bottles.  It wasn't dirty, but there were small pieces of garbage 
on the grassy spots.  There are some additions being put in the zoo and so there are 
some areas that have no outlet where they once did and you have to back track to 
leave certain areas, but these dead ends do have signs at the beginning of the paths 
saying that there is no outlet.

Restrooms

YesSigns for locating were visible and easy to read/follow
YesArea was easy to locate
YesAn adequate number were available
YesWere clear of water and trash
YesWere well stocked with adequate supplies
YesWere pleasant smelling
YesWere in good repair and working correctly
YesTrash containers were available and not overflowing

Restrooms Narrative:

There are a lot of restrooms at the zoo, which is important when you take a group of 
youngsters.  They were easily found wherever we went.  They were clean and pleasant 
smelling, but some of them were quite dark inside.  I noticed that there were a lot of 
lights out in the women's restrooms.

Stroller Rental

YesArea was clearly marked and easy to locate
YesArea was neat, organized and free of clutter

2:45 pm               TIME EVALUATED:
YesAny lines were organized and moved quickly
YesPrices were clearly posted and easy to understand

2Prices were fair and reasonable
YesAdequate strollers were available and easy to find

Stroller Booth Narrative:

There was no one waiting in line when we approached the stroller rental.  I could see 
that there were a lot of rental strollers inside.  Prices were clearly posted near the 
window.

Stroller Team Member

YesWas wearing nametag
Kyle               EMPLOYEE NAME:
YesWas in uniform and neatly groomed

2Greeted you pleasantly, with eye contact and a smile
YesHandled your needs efficiently and adequately
NARang up correct amount on the register
NAGave you correct change
N/APlaced all of the money into the register
N/AChecked signature (if credit card used)
NAGave you adequate receipt

2Was efficient and helpful
2Thanked you and / or provided a pleasant closing

Stroller Team Member Narrative:

Because we brought our own stroller, we did not need a rental.  My husband asked Kyle 
if the stroller rental fee was a deposit that would be returned or the actual fee that we 
would pay.  Kyle told him that it was a rental fee and not a deposit and asked if we 
needed one.  He explained that they had a wagon and different sizes of strollers for 
rent.  The stroller rental did not have anything for retail purchase, so we were not able 
to purchase anything there.  Kyle was polite but had no enthusiasm.
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Construction

YesDirectional Signage due to construction was visible
YesSignage was clear and easy to understand / follow
YesNoise level created by construction was reasonable
YesInconvenience created by construction was reasonable
YesSignage about what to expect upon completion was seen
YesThis signage was informative and effective

Construction Narrative:

There was a lot of construction up near the giraffes and lions.  There were signs 
indicating where there was no outlet and also signs up on the barrier fences that 
showed a map of what would be there in the future.  I did not hear any noise from the 
construction.  The only inconvenience caused by the construction was that we had no 
outlet where there previous was one behind the giraffe area leading to the lions, so we 
had to back track and go back around the other side on the path that we had come from.

Animal Presentation / Show #1

YesThe animal show / demonstration started on time
YesThe demonstration was informative / interesting
YesThe facility was in good condition
YesThe animals appeared to be well trained / cared for

2Entertainment value of the attraction
Pachyderm Progr               NAME OF SHOW EVALUATED:

12 noon               TIME EVALUATED:
Animal Presentation / Show #1 Narrative:

Kelci stood at the top of the hill by the Discovery Theatre and invited people to come in 
for the presentation before it began.  The show was in a nice, shaded area out of the 
heat with plenty of seating room.  Kelci and Rachel worked together and made the show 
interactive.  We were able to pet a ferret and a snake.  It was about a 20 minute 
presentation that held the attention of our little kids.  I'm not sure why it was called the 
Pachyderm Program, because it had nothing to do with elephants.

Animal Presentation #1 Trainer

YesTeam member(s) were in uniform / neatly groomed
4Greeted you pleasantly, with eye contact and a smile

Kelci   Rachel               EMPLOYEE NAME:
12 noon               TIME EVALUATED:

YesWelcomed the group and introduced him / herself
YesSpoke loud and clear
YesHandled the group well
YesWas knowledgeable and informative
YesWelcomed questions
YesAnswered questions adequately
YesThe demonstration was an adequate time length
YesThanked you for visiting the attraction

Animal Presentation #1 Trainer Narrative:

We learned about several different animals that we were able to look at close up and 
some of them we could pet.  Rachel showed the kids how to use two fingers to pet the 
animals and even provided Purell to sanitize our hands afterward.  My four year old had 
a lot of questions about snakes and they were both very patient with her and answered 
all of her questions.  They even let her tell them about her pets at home.

Animal Presentation / Show #2

YesThe animal show / demonstration started on time
YesThe demonstration was informative / interesting
YesThe facility was in good condition
YesThe animals appeared to be well trained / cared for

4Entertainment value of the attraction
World of Flight               NAME OF SHOW EVALUATED:

1:00 pm               TIME EVALUATED:
Animal Presentation / Show #2 Narrative:

The World of Flight bird show was a nice shady place to relax and be entertained.  We 
really liked that the birds came out of their cages and flew so close to our heads to 
swoop down to the trainer.  There was a large variety of birds and each had it's own 
tricks and talents.
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Animal Presentation Trainer #2

YesTeam member(s) were in uniform / neatly groomed
4Greeted you pleasantly, with eye contact and a smile

Krissy               EMPLOYEE NAME:
1:00 pm               TIME EVALUATED:

YesWelcomed the group and introduced him / herself
YesSpoke loud and clear
YesHandled the group well
YesWas knowledgeable and informative
YesWelcomed questions
YesAnswered questions adequately
YesThe demonstration was an adequate time length
YesThanked you for visiting the attraction

Animal Presentation #2 Trainer Narrative:

Krissy welcomed everyone to the show and said that we were all there.  She was not 
the only trainer but she was especially great with the kids in the audience asking them 
questions and then allowing them to answer in the microphone.  At the end of the 
presentation we were able to give donations to the birds who dropped them into the 
donation boxes themselves.  Krissy stayed after and answered questions from the 
crowd of people around her for about 10 minutes after the show ended.

Animal Exhibits

YesExhibit areas were clean and well maintained
YesAnimal habitats were attractive / nicely landscaped
YesThe illustrated map helped guide you through the zoo
YesInformation placards were available / easy to read
YesThe habitats were authentic / realistic looking
YesAdequate information was presented about the exhibits

Animal Exhibits Narrative:

All of the animal exhibits appeared to be clean and well taken care of.  There were 
several that smelled bad, but there were placards on the walls explaining why the 
animals smelled the way that they do.  Each exhibit had a placard that showed where 
each animal comes from, what they eat, and other facts about them.  We especially 
liked that there was a two level building that the giraffes are in so we could go upstairs 
to see the heads and faces of the giraffes better.

Butterfly Exhibit

YesArea was clean and free of trash
YesThe butterflies were active during your visit
YesSigns were noticeable and informative

2Entertainment value of the attraction
2Overall impression of attraction

Butterfly Exhibit Narrative:

There were not a lot of butterflies in the butterfly exhibit that we could see, but the ones 
that we saw were active.  The foliage was green and well cared for inside the exhibit.  
There was stroller parking provided outside of the exhibit since they were not allowed 
inside.  Outside of the building there was a large caterpillar that the kids could climb on 
and also a bug head that they could look through to see how bugs see.

Butterfly Staff Member

NoTeam member's name tag was clearly visible
see narrative               EMPLOYEE NAME:

12:45 pm               TIME EVALUATED:
3Greeted you pleasantly

YesWas friendly and engaging to children
YesHandled the group well
YesWas knowledgeable and informative
YesWelcomed questions
YesAnswered questions adequately
YesThanked you for visiting the attraction

2Entertainment value of the attraction
Butterfly Exhibit Interpretive Staff Member Narrative:

The person inside the exhibit was not wearing a nametag.  She was wearing a vest that 
had plastic insects all over it.  She had blonde hair pulled back in a ponytail.  She 
approached my son and showed him a butterfly inside an enclosure that had just come 
out of it's coccoon.  My son asked why didn't it spread out it's wings and she explained 
that they were still wet and needed time to dry.
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Food Service

YesArea was clean and free of trash
2:40 pm               TIME EVALUATED:

YesLines to order were organized
YesLines were short and moved quickly
YesMenu & prices were clearly posted / easy to understand
YesFood preparation areas were clean and free of trash
YesFood preparation team members were efficient and safe
YesCondiment and drink areas were clean
YesCondiment and drink areas were well stocked
NoAdequate eating tables/areas were available

YesEating tables were clean
YesWere the floors in the area clean and swept
YesTrash containers were available and not overflowing

Food Service Narrative:

The lines inside the Beastro were long but moved very quickly.  The building was clean 
inside and outside where the tables were.  There were a lot of tables and a lot of 
seating but we still had to wait a couple of minutes for one of the tables to clear so that 
we could sit down.  There was a sign that explained why straws and drink lids were not 
provided (for the safety of the animals).  Condiments were properly labeled and 
condiment cups were provided for them.

Food Service Team Member

YesWas in uniform, neatly groomed and wearing nametag
Brytknee               EMPLOYEE NAME:

2Greeted you pleasantly, with eye contact and a smile
YesDemonstrated knowledge of menu
NoMade suggestions / was helpful

YesHandled transaction correctly
1Was efficient and helpful

NoDirected you to condiments and eating areas
1Thanked you and / or provided a pleasant closing

Food Service Team Member Narrative:

I was helped by Brytknee who seemed to be in too big a hurry to get orders out to really 
take care of me.  I ordered a large fry and asked if it could be without salt.  She said 
"OK."  I also ordered a large Dr. Pepper and was told that they were out of large cups.  I 
thought she might offer an alternative but she did not so I just got the fries.  I paid with a 
$20 bill and asked if I could please have a receipt and she handed me the correct 
change and told me that the receipt would come up with my order.

Food

YesFood was prepared according to order
YesFood appeared appetizing
YesFood temperature was correct
YesPortion size was appropriate for price
YesFood tasted appealing

2Overall taste of food
2Overall value for price paid

Food Narrative:

The food that I ordered came up quickly, and unsalted as requested.  The temperature 
was fine, not too hot or cold.  They weren't spectacular, they were just fries.

Food Ordered

Food Ordered:

Large Fries

Train Ride Area

YesSigns for locating were visible and easy to read/follow
YesArea was clearly marked and easy to locate
YesLocation was listed and described on park map
YesArea was clean and free of trash
YesAny lines were organized and moved quickly
YesTrash containers were available and not overflowing
YesPrices and rules clearly listed & easy to understand

Train Area Narrative:

The train area was made to look authentic, like a real train station.  It was kept very 
clean.  There was stroller parking available so we could leave our stroller in a 
designated area while we were on the train.  There could have been more benches for 
those of us who were waiting to get on the train in the waiting area.
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Train Tickets Team Member

YesWas in uniform and neatly groomed
see narrative               EMPLOYEE NAME:

2Greeted you pleasantly, with eye contact and a smile
YesDemonstrated knowledge of attraction / prices

2Thanked you and / or provided a pleasant closing
Train Ticket Team Member Narrative:

The ticket team member was not wearing a nametag.  He had short black hair and I 
was unable to tell his height because he was inside the booth.  I asked him how long 
the train ride was and he said between 5-10 minutes.  We had already purchased our 
tickets for the train when we purchased our zoo tickets so there was no exchange of 
money here.

Train Team Member

YesWas in uniform and neatly groomed
Dan               EMPLOYEE NAME:

3Greeted you pleasantly, with eye contact and a smile
YesWorked well with children
YesTeam member worked attraction safely and efficiently

3Thanked you and / or provided a pleasant closing
Train Operator Narrative:

Dan was the train operator on our ride.  Because of the placement of the speakers, it 
was hard to hear what he was saying where I was sitting.  He did not greet us before we 
got on the train, but welcomed everyone over the speakers on the train.  He explained 
what animals we were seeing throughout the ride and added in some quick facts about 
them as well.

Train Ride

YesAttraction appeared in good condition / well maintained
YesAppeared to be safe and appropriate for children
YesAttraction was fun to participate in

Train Ride Narrative:

The train ride itself was a bit disappointing because there were not a lot of animals like I 
was expecting.  There were some indian tee pees and a wagon train and other things 
that pertained to the state of ******, but not a lot of animals.  Mostly there were different 
types of birds to see, some bison, and some sheep.  The train itself was well 
maintained, clean and shiny and seemed to run well.

Gift Shop

YesArea was clean and free of trash
YesArea was neat, organized and free of clutter
YesPrices were clearly posted and easy to understand

3Prices were fair and reasonable
YesPayment options were clearly posted
YesA large variety of merchandise was available
YesItems were organized and attractively displayed
YesItems were in adequate supply / well stocked

3Merchandise was of good quality
YesDiscounts or sales were advertised
YesTrash containers were available and not overflowing

Gift Shop Narrative:

The gift shop was a lot bigger than I expected.  There was a large variety of 
merchandise for all ages and in all price ranges from $1 postcards to $400 art.  My kids 
had a fun time trying to decide what kind of souvenir they wanted.  There was a special 
offer for people who spent $25 or more to receive a free ****** Zoo shot glass or 
collectors cup.  Our total wasn't quite $25, so the cashier allowed us to make a donation 
to the zoo to bring up our total to $25 for the free glass.

Gift Shop Team Member

YesWas in uniform and neatly groomed
Jordan               EMPLOYEE NAME:

3:05 pm               TIME EVALUATED:
4Greeted you pleasantly, with eye contact and a smile

YesDemonstrated knowledge of products
YesAsked if you needed anything else or made suggestions

4Was efficient and helpful
YesHandled transaction correctly

4Thanked you and / or provided a pleasant closing
Gift Shop Team Member Narrative:

Jordan was very willing to help us.  He even made a suggestion to my daughter who 
was having a hard time deciding what souvenir to choose.  When we saw that our total 
was less than the $25 required to get the free shot glass, he suggested that we make a 
donation to the zoo to get to the $25 mark.  He offered separate bags for each of the 
kids and wrapped up the glass so that it wouldn't get broken.  Our total was $25 and we 
paid with exact bills, which he put into the cash register.
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Security Team Member

Josh               EMPLOYEE NAME:
12:50 pm               TIME EVALUATED:

World of Flight               SPECIFIC LOCATION:
YesWas in uniform and neatly groomed

2Greeted you pleasantly and made eye contact
YesDemonstrated knowledge of facility
YesAnswered your questions adequately

3Was efficient and helpful
3Thanked you and / or provided a pleasant closing

Security Team Member Narrative:

None of the security team members wore nametags as part of their uniform.  I heard 
one of the workers at the World of Flight presentation address Josh, that's how I 
learned of his name.  I approached him, he did not approach me when he saw me 
coming.  I asked him if he could tell me how long the show was and he said about a half 
hour, then he conferred with another zoo employee who told me that yes, it was about a 
half an hour.  He stood at the entrance to the World of Flight bird show, observing the 
large crowd.

Overall

3Overall impression of facility personnel
3Overall impression of facility conditions
4Overall impression of exhibits and attractions
2Overall impression of food service
3Overall impression of retail service
3Overall entertainment value for time spent

YesWould you return to facility based on this experience
Overall Narrative:

Our trip to the zoo was a fun family activity.  The kids will remember the animals that 
they were allowed to pet.  It was a bit hard for me to find because I am not very familiar 
with the ****** area.  Other visitors may find it hard to find as well.  The entrance was 
very inviting and made us excited to get inside.  We appreciated that there were plenty 
of benches and shady areas to rest as well as clean restrooms.  We will be making this 
an annual visit to the zoo.

Suggestions

What 2 things could be done to improve your experience:

I would have liked to have seen a sign near the interstate, maybe some sort of ad board 
that told me which freeway exit to take to get me to the zoo instead of having to rely on 
the directions that I was given through MapQuest at the zoo website.  I would have also 
liked to see a map on the schedule of events brochure.  I had to read the schedule of 
events which told me where each event was to be held, then I had to check the 
seperate map to see where the location was.  To combine these two brochures would 
be helpful.

Most Memorable

What will you remember most about your experience:

The improvements to the elephant habitats are something that I really enjoyed.  Most of 
all, we liked the interactive bird show and the show at the Discovery Theatre.  What we 
will remember most was the amount of food that we saw the elephants eat.  One ate a 
whole watermelon and two cantaloupes.

Outstanding Team Member

Scott               EMPLOYEE NAME:
12:30               TIME EVALUATED:

see narrative               SPECIFIC LOCATION:
Outstanding Team Member Narrative:

Outside of Discovery theatre Scott had a snake and a lizard that he allowed the kids to 
come and touch.  They had a lot of questions and Scott very politely answered every 
one of them.  He explained why snakes are not good pets unless you are very 
responsible and why the lizard that he had did not normally live in ******. He was very 
patient with the kids, even when one grabbed the lizards tail.
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